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Abstract 

 

Nowadays, machine learning has found a wide range of applications in many fields. Deep 

learning techniques especially Convolutional Neural Networks are most commonly 

applied to analysing visual imagery. Image recognition, face recognition, object 

recognition, speech recognition etc., are the major applications of the CNN. We utilize 

the advances in deep learning to build a system for face detection and test it on 

challenging database.  The proposed model describes the development of computer vision 

system in detection and classification of faces in the images. In the proposed model we 

are using YOLO architecture for detecting the faces of persons in the images. The 

proposed model detects the faces using bounding boxes and further classifies the 

identified faces for different races like Asians, Europeans, Africans, Americans etc. The 

experimental results indicate that the proposed yolo model is efficient and most successful 

network configuration. 
 

Key words: Race recognition, Deep Learning, YOLO, Continents. 
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Chapter 1 

 

Introduction 

 

1.1 Overview 

 Now-a-days, Recognition of human faces has become an important issue in using of 

different applications like biometrics in offices and government centres. This issues 

mainly faces problems because of variations in facial look caused by certain factors 

namely illumination, expression and also occlusion occurred from accessories which 

includes spectacles, caps etc. In the recent days face identification has more popularity 

and it has been interesting research area. Face identification is the crucial method of 

several applications namely face identification system.  

 

However, small size, occlusion, illumination, pose deformation, expression and other 

disadvantageous factors often appear in real-world images, which bring great challenges 

to face detection. Recently, generic object detection based on deep convolution neural 

networks (CNNs) has achieved great success. 

 

Face recognition and classical pattern recognition are two different scenarios which are 

totally different from their definitions. Classical pattern recognition explains that there 

are only a limited number of relative classes with many samples for one class. So, by 

using several samples for each class, algorithms can classify samples which are not 

previously used by interpolating in the training samples. When coming to the face 

recognition, there are several individual classes and a few image samples per individual 

and hence the algorithm should identify the faces by exploiting from the training samples. 

In many applications there will be only one training sample (image) per person. 

 

 

 
Figure 1.1: Detecting of Faces in an Image 
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Recently several methods are used for analysing the data, some of the examples are deep 

learning and neural networks. The general approach that is used in neural networks is it 

uses a software version for mimicking the neurons in human brains and have been shown 

to deliver state of the art results in several applications. Deep learning method gets the 

best answers to several issues in speech recognition, natural language processing, and 

image classification etc. 

 

1.2 Problem Statement 

When comparing with the previous models of detecting architecture for face detection it 

is observed that the detection speed of faces in an image and recognition is slow and it 

has many parameters in detecting. Therefore, to increase the detection speed in an image 

we are proposing a suitable model using YOLO. And while smuggling the goods 

internationally the culprits easily by telling their nationalities. Therefore, for easily 

identifying the international culprits this model can be used. 

 

1.3 Objective 

 

To design a system for detecting faces in an image using YOLO detector based on 

different race and get appropriate accuracy. i.e detecting the faces of people according to 

their respectively continents. 

 

1.4 Limitations and Scope 

Future scope involves in the identification of actual and fake images that is forensic faces 

in images. The proposed method is limited to detect the faces in appropriate light. The 

accuracy varies in dim light and in worse scenarios like in dark conditions. 

While performing on video our model cannot detect well if the position of person is not 

facing the camera. 

The model is limited to detect the typical people of their respective continents. 

 

1.5 Organisation of the Report  

The rest part of the report follows as Literature review, Basic image processing and what 

are deep neural networks and what ae convolutional neural networks and the proposed 

methodology, followed with the work flow. 
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Chapter 2 

 

Literature Review 
 

2.1 Related Work 

In the recent days face detection has becoming an important technique in our society. By 

using face detection technology in many areas using low quality cameras to intelligent 

agencies for surveillance system this technique is vastly spread and are used in large areas 

with the increase growth of the market value with high speed. Deep learning methods has 

been successfully achieved active research place in face detection method. Therefore, in 

our work we are introducing a new neural network method to identify the face detection 

for maintaining an appropriate accuracy when it is used in real time applications 

In the first reference paper, the identification issue is solved by using a SVM ‘s with a 

binary tree recognition strategy. Here they calculated the potential using the ORL face 

database that includes 400 images of 40 persons, that contains a high degree of variability 

in facial expression, posing of the face and some facial details. And also, they conducted 

the recognition on a vast dataset that consist of 1079 photos of 137 individual persons. 

And then they compare the both SVMs based recognition and the standard eigenface 

method using the Nearest Centre Classification (NCC) criterion. By comparing the 

obtained accuracy for SVM classifier is around 60 %. [1] 

In the next reference paper, they have used Yale face dataset which are investigated using 

a simple logistic regression and neural networks. A two-step learning method is proposed 

for getting the advantages of both methods. At first, they trained a convolutional neural 

network and viewed the first N – 1 layer as the feature extractor. And at last features with 

higher accuracy of 68% in classification were extracted by using the simple logistic 

regression method. [2] 

This paper approached an end to end deep network for predicting the facial attributes and 

identifying the images of faces simultaneously with good performance, using Megaface 

dataset which is a challenging dataset and achieved around 70% of accuracy using Google 

– FaceNet v8 method. [3] 

In this they introduced, Partial occlusions of Object detection using SVM approach. The 

algorithm that was proposed allows the occurrence of partial occlusions in training as 

well as testing data sets. In the process of achieving this criterion, an algorithm Partial 

occlusions of Object detection using SVM approach. The algorithm that was proposed 

allows the occurrence of partial occlusions in training as well as testing data sets. In the 

process of achieving this criterion, an algorithm that includes an extra step to the SVM 

formulation indicating the estimated scale of values for the missing entries was derived. 

Therefore, the proposed method was showed to achieve greater rate of recognition that 

includes an extra step to the SVM formulation indicating the estimated scale of values for 

the missing entries was derived. Therefore, the proposed method was showed to achieve 

greater rate of recognition for PSVM which is 56.5%. [4] 
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In this reference a novel face recognition algorithm has been introduced. Oriented 

gradient properties histogram was extracted to test and train images and then forwarded 

to SVM classifier. In this paper they presented the in-depth steps of both HOG feature 

extraction and classifier for classification. This algorithm is compared with the algorithm 

of eigen feature based facial recognition. Here they have used 8 unlike datasets that are 

verified with the PCA and the proposed algorithm. From the results they show that the 

proposed algorithm gives the greater rate in facial recognition with all data sets relative 

to the eigen feature-based facial recognition algorithm. Also, there in a betterment by 8.75 

% in rate of face recognition comparatively with the PCA method of face recognition. 

Execution of the experiment is done using ORL database with 2 & 8 face images for 

testing as well as training respectively for every person. [5] 
 

Table 2.1: Related Work 

 

Author Method Accuracy 

[1] Stan Z Li  SVM on ORL database 60% 

[2] Khalajzadeh CNN with logistic regression 68% 

[3] Taherkhani Google Face net  70% 

[4] Hongjun Jia PVSM 56.55% 

  

My Approach • In this work the state of art YOLO v3 is being 

implemented for detection which performs 

exceptionally well in real time. Compared to 

previous methods this model is very fast and 

accurate on real world data. 

• Here yolov3 is used for detecting the faces 

respective of the continents to achieve better 

accuracy. 

 

2.2 Image Processing 

Classical approach to image recognition  

In classical approaches to face recognition and classification, the image is first 

represented by the numerical descriptors, characterizing the structures of pixels in the 

most unique way for particular set of images belonging to the same class. In the case of 

images representing different classes the particular descriptor values should be as 

different as possible. Different pre-processing methods leading to various descriptor 

definitions are applied in practice. All of them reduce the size of the input image to the 

relatively small dimension of image descriptive vector. 
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All these pre-processing methods lead to the representation of image by the limited 

number of diagnostic features. The features should represent the original vectors (face 

images) in a way providing the highest uniformity within the same class and highest 

differences for images representing different classes. Image processing consist of 

following three steps: 

 

• “Importing the image with optical scanner or by digital photography”. 

• “Analysing and manipulating the image which includes data compression 

and image enhancement and spotting patterns that are not to human eyes like 

satellite photographs”. 

• “Output is the last stage in which result can be altered image or report that 

is based on image analysis”. 

Image processing method is subdivided into 5 groups which are: 

 

• “Visualization - Observe the objects that are not visible.” 

• “Image sharpening and restoration - To create a better image” 

• “Image retrieval - Seek for the image of interest”. 

• “Measurement of pattern – Measures various objects in an image.” 

• “Image Recognition – Distinguish the objects in an image”. 
 

2.3 Neural Networks 

 

ANNs are the basic systems that can process computations that are largely inspired the 

human nerve operation system. ANNs mainly comprises high number of computational 

nodes that are inter-connected and referred as neurons, which work in collective 

distribution manner to learn from the input so that the obtained final output gets 

optimised. 

 

 
 

                                     Figure 2.1: Three Layered Neural Network 

( https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Artificial_neural_network) 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Artificial_neural_network
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Generally, the input is given in the pattern of multidimensional vector method to the 

inputs from which it segregates them to the hidden layers. After that the hidden layers 

makes the correct decisions from the preceding layers and weigh up and it thinks which 

changes inside the model makes the final output improvised and it considered as learning 

process. Deep learning is referred to stack of many hidden layers. Deep learning 

commonly states that it consists of multiple hidden layers are stacked one upon each other.   
 

2.4 Convolutional Neural Network: 

 

Convolution neural network, both ordinary CNN and neural networks are similar largely. 

These networks are a large a group of neurons that consist of biases and weights that 

could learn. Each neuron gets few random inputs and undergo dot product and then non-

linearly follow it. A single differential score function will be expressed by whole network 

which is calculated by class scores on one end and the raw image pixel on the other end. 

And these still has a loss function (e.g. SVM/Softmax) on the final layer and they are 

applied still to every trick that we developed for regular neural network learningA type 

of neural network called CNN has been practically applied for many areas and most of 

the times proven with the most efficient technique. Few application areas where its 

efficiency was proved are in face identification, object detection and OCR. The name 

CNN explains its working by convolution operation through the layers associated. In 

CNN Every pixel in the image is multiplied by its value in the kernel which is found to 

be other matrix. CNN adds significance advantage in image recognition as the original 

image results in generation of multiple images which results in the enhancement of 

features from the original image. The above property of CNN makes it a powerful tool 

for classification. 

 

 

                                            Figure 2.2: CNN Architecture 

(https://www.datasciencecentral.com/profiles/blogs/everything-you-need-to-know-about-

convolutional-neural-networks) 

                                            

Convolutional layer: 

 

CNN contains a series of layers with each layer performing unique task. Inside a 

convolution layer, every neuron draws input from a small portion of previous layer. Now 

these local inputs are multiplied with the weight matrix W or the local filter. The entire 

https://www.datasciencecentral.com/profiles/blogs/everything-you-need-to-know-about-convolutional-neural-networks
https://www.datasciencecentral.com/profiles/blogs/everything-you-need-to-know-about-convolutional-neural-networks
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input space will be replicated by the weight matrix for the detection of a specific local 

pattern. Neurons with identical weights will be composing a feature map. A whole 

convolution layer has various feature maps that were resulted by different localized filters 

in order to extract multiple local patterns at every location. In this CNN implementation 

for speech recognition 2-D plane with frequency & time axis is the input space. 

Particularly, Mel frequency coefficients is correspondent of each frequency axis. 

Convolution was only applied along the frequency axis. 

 

 

 Pooling layer: 

 

Each convolution layer is followed by a pooling layer. Operation of pooling layer is also 

similar which draws the inputs from local region of previous convolution layer, followed 

by down sampling the inputs to ultimately produce a single output from that specific 

region. Max-pooling is one of the pooling operators used commonly for CNN. This 

operator produces the maximum output value from each sub-region. a slight change in 

position of local pattern and a degree of robustness is achieved by down sampling with 

reducing the complexity for computation for the upper layers. Progressive reduction of 

spatial size of representation is served by the pooling layer for the reduction of number 

of parameters and computation within the model therefore, for the control overfitting. 

periodical insertion of polling layer the successive convolution layers in CNN is common. 

 

Fully- connected Layer: 

After processing from the previous layer, the most important high -level algorithm occurs 

in the fully connected layers. The neurons present in this layer are connected to the 

activations in preceding layers. This layer gives the desired output for given input images. 
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Chapter 3 

 

Methodology 

 
This section summarizes the methodology used in this study for detecting the faces in the 

images and characterizes the implementation of our system. 

 

3.1 Basic Research Method 

 

In this proposed method the faces of people are detected using YOLO detector. The 

dataset is collected from the google net and the CNN architecture is trained with dataset 

and tested with local database to classify the detected faces in images according to their 

different races with best accuracy. 

 

3.2 YOLO (You Only Look Once) 

 

YOLO uses a single neural network for the whole image. After that, the model divides 

the whole into some regions and after that it predicts the bounding boxes. Then the 

probabilities of every region are obtained. Hence the predicted probabilities are contained 

(weighted) in the bounding boxes. 

 

YOLO model has many pros when compared to the classified based systems. It takes a 

glance to the full image at once and the predictions are obtained globally in an image. It 

uses a different single network for the predictions when compared to other methods such 

as R-CNN that contains several networks for a one image. The YOLO system works 

superiorly faster i.e 1000x and 100x faster when compared to both R-CNN, faster R-

CNN.   

       

The basic operation done in YOLO for detection is simple. The input images are resized 

448x448 and are given to the neural network. Our system thresholds the resulting 

detections by certain level of confidence set in the model. This means only the detections 

with confidence higher than a fixed value are shown as output. Later newer versions of 

YOLO are developed which are better and faster than the initial version. 

 

3.3 YOLOv3 Architecture 

 

In this version the latest version of YOLO, version 3 is being implemented. YOLO v3 

uses Darknet 53 as backbone. YOLOv3 is consisted of Up-sampling layers, Residual 

blocks and Skip connections. Darknet, YOLOv3 has a kind of architecture which initially 

consists of 53-layer network that is trained by using ImageNet. For the detection need 53 

extra layers are stacked on it. Therefore 106 layers are used in the architecture of 

YOLOv3. Multi label classification is deployed in YOLOv3 for object detection in image. 

Mutually exclusive classes are assumed based on soft maxing of classes. Because of this 

reason it removed the soft maxing the classes. Instead, a threshold will be used for 

prediction of multiple labels for an object for predicting score of each class. A box will 

be assigned for the classes with scores high than the threshold. 

 

In Yolo v3 detection mainly occurs at 3 layers. First detection occurs at 82nd layer where 

the stride will be 32 and the feature map will be of the dimensions 13x13. Bigger objects 

are detected at this layer. Further next detection is made by 94th layer where the stride 
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will be 16 and the feature map will be of the dimension 26x26. Upsampling is done during 

this stage which is the major change in v3 compared to the first two models. Medium 

sized objects are detected in this layer. Final detection is made in the last layer i.e 106th 

layer where the stride is 8 and the resultant feature map size will be 52x52. Small objects 

can be easily detected in this layer. 

 

 
 

                                     Figure 3.1: YOLO V3 Architecture 

               (https://towardsdatascience.com/yolo-v3-object-detection-53fb7d3bfe6b) 

 

 

3.4 Data Collection 

 

In the study part of our proposed model, we are testing the YOLO architecture on a 

publicly available dataset which is downloaded from the google for detecting the faces in 

the images. And also, the data is collected from various sources on the Internet and images 

collected from a mobile phone. Some of the data is also taken from videos of random 

places with people walking around There is a total of four classes for detection using Yolo 

v3. The classes taken from this dataset are East Asia, West Asia, Africa and Europe. 

Images of different kind are taken i.e. images collected from the online sources like fig. 

3.2(a) and fig 3.2(b) and random photos taken from mobile in our campus like fig 3.3. A 

total of 1708 images are used for detection out of which 1538 of images are used for 

training YOLO v3 and remaining 170 images are used for validation. 

 

  

https://towardsdatascience.com/yolo-v3-object-detection-53fb7d3bfe6b
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(a) (b) 

Figure 3.2: Data Collection of Images from the Online Sources 

 

 

Figure 3.3: Data Collection of Images from Mobile Phone  

3.5 Annotating Images 

For detection purpose, objects in images should be labelled with appropriate classes. In 

our case we have a total of four classes- East Asia, West Asia, Africa and Europe. For 

labelling images an open source software called ‘LabelImg’ is used in our work. Faces in 

images are labelled according to the classes and the labels are saved in a text file format. 

LabelImg is a user-friendly software and labels can be created easily and saved in YOLO 

format. 
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The label file contains information about the class and coordinates of the bounding boxes 

in the image. In YOLO format, the values stored in the text file are given in the order of 

class, x, y, wand h where 

• “x = Absolute x / width of total image. 

• y = Absolute y / height of total image. 

• w = Absolute width / width of total image. 

• h = Absolute height/ height of total image. 

The absolute values of x,y,w and h are given below 

• Absolute x = (Xmin +(Absolute width/2)) 

• Absolute y = (Ymin +(Absolute height/2)) 

• Absolute width = abs (Xmax - Xmin) 

• Absolute height = abs (Ymax - Ymin)” 

 
 

                                Figure 3.4: Image Labelled with LabelImg 

 

 

3.6 Training Process 

Training a neural network require a lot of computational power. So Gpu’s are best 

preferred for the training process. The specifications of the system used for training our 

networks are shown as follows: 
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An Intel i7-7700k CPU with 16 GB of RAM 

An Asus ROG-STRIX-GTX 1080 Ti GPU with 11 GB of RAM. 

For YOLOv3 we are using a pretrained model weights trained on COCO dataset to initiate 

our model. After preparing the dataset, while training our network we need to change the 

configuration file in accordance with our required model. Initially the COCO dataset 

contains 80 classes. In our case we have 4 classes. So the filters required for 4 classes are 

calculated by the formula filters =(classes + 5) * 3, which gives us a total of 36 filters. 

So, at the three yolo detection layers the class value and filter numbers are set to 4 and 27 

respectively. The input images while training is set to a batch of 64 with subdivisions of 

16. The input resolution to the YOLO network should be a multiple of 32, so in our case 

we are using a resolution of 416x416. 

Learning rate is set to 0.001 with a momentum of 0.9 and a decay of 0.0005. The best 

practice is to train the network until the point after which the average loss will not 

decrease any further or remains constant. During training weights are saved for every 

1000 iterations. Usually the last saved weights provide better results. After training the 

network on train set, we need to use these weights to validate the model on Val set. In 

order to do that we calculate the mean average precision (mAP). The mAP is given by 

comparing the predicted outputs with the original ground truths. 

After processing the data, our network is trained on GeForce Titan X 1080 Ti Gpu.  

Around, 1708 images are taken as data and are used for training out of which 170 images 

are used for validating our model. 

The training process can be shown below: 

 
 

                                        Figure 3.5: Training Process 
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Chapter 4 

 

Experimental Results 

4.1 Graph Representing Average Loss: 

A graph is also obtained while training process.  After training for 15000 

iterations the average loss settled at 0.0244. The graph is shown below. 

 

 
 

                                       Figure 4.1: Average Loss Chart 
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4.2 Mean Average Precision: 

We use 10 percent of total data for validating our model. The mean average precision can 

be calculated for these images. The mAP for our 4 classes on validation images is shown 

below: 

 

 

 
 

 

Figure 4.2: Mean Average Precision of Validating Images 

 

 

4.3 mAP of Test Images: 

 

After the training process our model is tested on some images which are captured using 

mobile phones. Detection process is done using yolov3. For analysing the system, we 

have chosen particular weights to provide the best results. Each image is tested 

individually using our network model. Precision is the metric which is used to measure 

the performance of the system. We have tested the detector network on around 56 images 

taken using mobile phone. For these 56 images we got a mean average precision of 

86.72%. The mAP gives the average precision of each class present in the test set images.   
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mAp of my test images is shown below: 

 

 
 

 

                          Figure 4.3: Mean Average Precision of Test Images 

 

 

 

 

Our dataset contains images taken from different sources like studio images with solid 

backgrounds, outdoor images and images from mobile. Our test set images are solely 

taken from a mobile phone. From the above values we can see that our model performs 

well on real world images with different backgrounds and lighting conditions. 

 

4.4 Outputs 

 

The output predictions obtained by testing on images taking randomly using a mobile 

phone are shown below: 
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           Figure 4.4: Output 1                                         Figure 4.5: Output2 

 

  

                 Figure 4.6: Output 3                                Figure 4.7: Output 4 
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              Figure 4.8: Output 5                                   Figure 4.9: Output 6 

 

 

  

                  Figure 4.10: Ouput 7                                        Figure 4.11: Output 8 
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                  Figure 4.12: Output 9                                      Figure 4.13: Output 10 

        

                  Figure 4.14: Output 11                                    Figure 4.15: Output 12 
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           Figure 4.16: Output 13                                     Figure 4.17: Output 14 

 

    

                Figure 4.18: Output 15                                 Figure 4.19: Output 16 
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             Figure 4.20: Output 17                                        Figure 4.21: Output 18 

 

 

  
Figure 4.22:  Output 19 

 

Figure 4.23: Output 20 
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Figure 4.24: Output 21 Figure 4.25: Output 22 

  

  

Figure 4.26: Output 23 Figure 4.27: Output 24 
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Figure 4.28: Output 25 Figure 4.29: Output 26 

  

 

 

Figure 4.30: Output 27 Figure 4.31: Output 28 
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Figure 4.32: Output 29 Figure 4.33: Output 30 

  

  
Figure 4.34: Output 31 Figure 4.35: Output 32 
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Figure 4.36: Output 33 Figure 4.37: Output 34 

  

 

 

               Figure 4.38: Output 35    Figure 4.39: Output 36 
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Figure 4.40: Output 37 Figure 4.41: Output 38 

  

 
 

Figure 4.42: Output 38 Figure 4.43: Output 40 
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Figure 4.44: Output 41 Figure 4.45: Output 42 

  

 

 

 

 

Figure 4.46: Output 43 Figure 4.47: Output 44 
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Figure 4.48: Output 45 Figure 4.49: Output 46 

  

 

 

Figure 4.50: Output 47 Figure 4.51: Output 48 
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Figure 4.52: Output 49 Figure 4.53: Output 50 

  

  

Figure 4.54: Output 51 Figure 4.55: Output 52 
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Figure 4.56: Output 53 Figure 4.57: Output 54 

  

  
Figure 4.58: Output 55 Figure 4.59: Output 56 
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4.5: Confusion Matrix of Test Results: 

In the test results 16 are from East Asia, 20 are from West Asia, 14 are from Europe and 

the rest 12 from Africa. The following are the confusion matrix of my test results.  

 

Table 4.1: Confusion Matrix of Test Results 

 

Predicted outputs 

 

  

  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Therefore, from the confusion matrix precision and recall are calculated using the formula  

Precision is given by the formula  

“precision = TP/TP+FP”.  

True positives (TP) is where the network prediction is correct, and it is true. False 

positives (FP) is where the network prediction is correct, but it is false with respect to 

ground truth. 

“Recall = TP/TP+FN” 

And also, the F1 score is given by the formula 

 “F1 score = 2(precision*recall/precision+ recall)”.  

  

Hence by calculating precision and recall for each class and substituting the values in the 

f1 score formula and taking the average of all classes we got 82.34%. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

True 

outputs 

East Asia West Asia Europe Africa 

East Asia 13 3 3 - 

West Asia - 17 3 1 

Europe - 1 12 - 

Africa - 1 - 11 
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4.6 Predicted Output Accuracies 

 

The percentage of accuracy with which our model predicted these test images is shown 

in the following table. 

 

Table 4.2: Predicted Output Accuracies 

 

Test Images East Asia West Asia Africa Europe 

Output1  88   

Output2  100,98    

Output3    87,75 

Output 4  62  32 

Output 5 100    

Output 6    96 

Output 7  52,42 26   

Output 8   100  

Output 9  45  86 

Output 10    99 

Output 11  85  29 

Output 12    99 

Output 13  100   

Output 14  66   

Output 15  83  30 

Output 16   74  

Output 17    Missing 

Output 18    100 
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Test Images  East Asia West Asia Africa Europe 

Output 19  88 28  

Output 20 100    

Output 21   93,98  

Output 22 100    

Output 23 78    

Output 24    100 

Output 25   98  

Output 26    100 

Output 27  100   

Output 28    91 

Output 29    97 

Output 30  84   

Output 31   100  

Output 32 100    

Output 33    98,97 

Output 34    46 

Output 35 83    

Output 36    100 

Output 37  59   

Output 38    100 

Output 39  96   
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Test Images  East Asia  West Asia Africa Europe 

Output 40 87   98 

Output 41  99   

Output 42   99  

Output 43   Missing  

Output 44  Missing  Missing 

Output 45  100   

Output 46  98   

Output 47 67 50   

Output 48  98   

Output 49 99    

Output 50  100   

Output 51 100    

Output 52   100  

Output 53    93 

Output 54  47   

Output 55  97   

Output 56 100    
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4.7 Overall Accuracy on Testing Videos: 

We also tested the model on real time videos in our campus. The data is taken from two 

different areas. The accuracy is calculated based on the total number of persons present 

in the video and how many persons are predicted with correct bounding boxes. In many 

cases most of the objects are predicted correctly. In remaining cases some of the objects 

are not detected. This is due to the improper lighting conditions and the persons ae not 

facing to the camera. If we can increase data by taking directly from different videos, we 

can further improve the detection accuracy on videos. 

Table 4.3 Overall Accuracy of Two Testing Videos: 

Test video Number of 

persons 

Predicted 

objects 

Wrong 

prediction 

Accuracy  

1 10 8 2 80 

2 5 3 2 60 

 

For the first video, 8 objects are correctly predicted out of 10 objects. Therefore, accuracy 

for the first video is (8/10)100 which is 80%.  

For the next video out of 5 persons our model detected only three persons correctly. The 

accuracy is similarly as the first video and obtained as 60%. 
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Chapter 5 

                                Conclusion and Recommendations 

5.1 Conclusion 

 

Therefore, the aim of our work is successfully achieved to detect the faces of people with 

their respective continents. with total dataset of 1708 images, we got accuracy by using 

true positive and true negatives from the confusion matrix i.e 85.48%. because out of 62 

predictions our model detected 53 correctly with their corresponding classes for the test 

images. And also, we calculated F1 score from the confusion matrix using the formula 

and got 82.34%.  Although the dataset contains majority of images from studio 

background images our model performed exceptionally well on real world images. The 

model performed well on both images as well as videos. 

 

5.2 Recommendations 

 

This thesis can be further implemented by increasing dataset by taking data from different 

angles, different background conditions and different lighting environments. 

Furthermore, by adding more data, more classes can be used for object detection. 
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